Abstract. -We report about a spectroscopic study aimed at searching the line Hg II A 3984 in a sample of 28 spectroscopic binaries with primaries in the same temperature range as HgMn stars. One system, HD 75642, shows this line very prominently. In another system, HD 41040, Hg may be somewhat overabundant, while HD 87751 shows marginal Mn and P enhancement. The present study does not bring a definitive answer to the question of the relation between binarity, slow rotation, and the appearance of HgMn anomalies in late B stars, possibly because other effects (like the influence of a magnetic field), which could not be taken into consideration, are important too. In the course of this study, 11 new double-lined spectroscopic binaries were discovered, 10 of which were previously known as single-lined systems. Of particular interest among them are 4 stars that may have the Si or He weak peculiarities.
Introduction
The HgMn stars constitute a well-defined sub-group of chemically peculiar (CP) stars of late B spectral types. Al most all these stars (with only few exceptions) show an ab sorption at 3984 Â, generally believed to be due to Hg II. If this identification is correct, the presence of such a feature, even very weak, implies an extreme atmospheric overabun dance of this element. Abundance of Mn in HgMn stars varies from the solar abundance up to an overabundance of 3 dex. A further important distinctive feature of these stars is their slow rotation (< v sin i) = 29 kms-1, Abt et al. 1972) .
Generally, lines in the spectra of HgMn stars do not show conspicuous intensity variations. Neither have strong large-scaled organized magnetic fields such as those of other CP stars of similar temperature, the Si and He weak Bp stars, ever been detected with certainty in these stars (Landstreet 1982) .
The mechanisms responsible for the abundance anomalies in HgMn stars have not been definitely iden tified yet. An essential clue for their understanding may be that many of these stars belong to spectroscopic bina ries (SBs). A literature survey based on the Eighth Catalogue of the Orbital Elements of Spectroscopic Binary Systems (Batten et al. 1989) , on the bibliographic catalogues of stellar radial velocities (Abt & Biggs 1972; Barbier-Brossat & Petit 1994) , and on the Catalogue and Bibliography of HgMn stars (Schneider 1981) , suggests that the fraction of SBs may be as high as 2/3. A remarkable characteristic of HgMn binaries is that many of them have orbital periods shorter than 20 days. Furthermore binary periods of less than 3 days are ap parently absent, while they are quite common among nor mal late B systems. Interestingly, from a survey of Batten et al.'s (1989) catalogue limited to systems brighter than V = 7, it appears that only 6 normal B8 and B9 stars are known to be members of SBs with periods between 3 and 20 days. Four of them have v sin i of the order of 100 kms-1 or more. For the remaining two systems, no information on the rotational velocity could be found in the literature.
Thus it seems that the majority of the SBs with a slowly rotating late B primary and an orbital period be tween 3 and about 20 days have Hg enhanced. If this can be confirmed, it would have important implications for the theories aimed at explaining the development of abun dance anomalies in late B stars. To get more observational information about the appearance of abundance anoma lies in binary systems, with a view to setting new con straints on their theoretical interpretation, was the mo tivation for the study described in this contribution. It should be noted, however, that this study is not a statis tically well defined survey of the late-B SBs, but a simple selection of known binaries from Batten et al.'s (1989) catalogue observable from ESO at a certain time (late March). In particular, the projected equatorial velocity 1 V sini from Wolff & Preston (1978) ; 2 eclipsing binary, found to be SB2 by Martynov & Khaliullina (1986) ; 3 identified as SB1 by Morell & Levato (1991) . Many of them are rather faint, of 8th or 9th magnitude, and therefore have never been studied in detail (for abun dance anomalies) in the past.
Observations
The observations reported here have been performed at the European Southern Observatory with the 1.5 m tele scope and the Boiler & Chivens spectrograph (Oliveira 1996) , equipped with CCD #24 (a Ford Aerospace chip with 2048 x 2048 pixels of 15 x 15 µm2). Spec tra were recorded at a resolution of approximately 1 Å over the wavelength range 3700-4600 Â, using the 2400 lines mm-1 holographic grating #32. They were re duced using MIDAS procedures, in a standard manner: subtraction of electronic bias and of sky background, divi sion by a white lamp spectrum for flat-fielding, extraction, normalization and wavelength calibration. Signal-to-noise ratios of 200 or more were achieved for all exposures. We have observed 28 SBs with primaries in the tem perature range 10 000-16 000 K (corresponding to spec tral types A0-B5 for main sequence stars), where HgMn stars are found. These programme stars were not previ ously known to be mercury rich. Among them, 24 systems have orbital periods between 3 and 20 days, which are typical for HgMn binaries.
For comparison, we have also recorded spectra of 2 nor mal single late B stars, 9 HgMn stars, 7 Si stars and 2 He weak stars (the Si and He weak peculiarities occur in the same temperature range as the HgMn anomaly, and the A 3984 absorption is occasionally also observed in Si and in He weak stars). The values of v sinf for the observed HgMn stars (Renson et al. 1991 ) range from 7 kins-1 (HD 78316) to 200 kins-1 (HD 177517). Target selection was based upon the Eighth Catalogue of the Orbital El ements of Spectroscopic Binary Systems (Batten et al. 1989 ) and on the General Catalogue of Ap and Am stars (Renson et al. 1991) . The HgMn stars were selected from the Catalogue and Bibliography of HgMn stars (Schneider 1981) .
In total (target stars and comparisons), 110 spectra were taken over 5 nights, from March 16 to March 21, 1995. 2 . Portion of the spectrum of the newly discovered SB2s, encompassing the lines He I A 4471 and Mg II A 4481. For each system, two spectra are shown, corresponding to two different orbital phases. Note how the profiles of the two lines mentioned above change for a given star between the two phases that are shown, thereby revealing the contribution of the two components of the binary to the observed spectrum. In particular, in HD 114911 and in HD 130081, the lines issued from both components have very similar intensities and are clearly separated, at least at some phases Relevant data for the observed stars are presented in Table 1 . The columns contain, in order: two identifications of the star, its apparent visual magnitude V, its spectral type, its peculiarity, its type of binarity: single-lined (SB1) or double-lined binary (SB2), its orbital period, its pro jected equatorial velocity if found in Renson et al.'s (1991) catalogue or in the SIMBAD database. All these informa tions were retrieved from the literature. The last 2 columns give the dates of our observations (e.g., 16 means that the spectrum was taken on the night of March 16/17, 1995), and remarks based on our spectra about the duplicity and the width of the spectral lines ("broad" means that some extra broadening in excess of the instrumental profile is visible: given the achieved resolution, stars for which we give this indication should have v sin i 70-80 kms-1).
Results and discussion
In the course of this study, we could discover one new def inite HgMn star, HD 75642. The absorption A 3984 is very prominent. Furthermore, lines of Mn n and of P II which are typical for HgMn stars are also visible in the spec tra of this star. Figure 1 shows the spectral region around 3984 Â. For comparison, we also plotted the same region in 9 already known HgMn stars. However, we are not convinced that HD 161480, HD 161733 and HD 177517 indeed have this peculiarity: neither the absorption fea ture λ 3984 nor Mn lines are visible in our spectra. In HD 41040, also shown in Fig. 1 , Hg is probably overabun dant too: A 3984 seems weakly present in its spectrum.
HD 87751 shows, in comparison to normal late B stars, moderately enhanced lines of Mn and of P. However the A 3984 feature in this star is at most very weak.
Both HD 41040 and HD 87751 should be observed at higher resolution, to establish more definitely the presence of anomalies. HD 41040 may be particularly interesting, because it is a triple system, like a number of HgMn stars ).
In the 25 remaining SBs, no feature is apparent at 3984 Â. For 13 of these stars, line broadening is observed: this means that their projected rotational velocity should be greater than 70 -80 km s-1 (see Table 1 ). This is in good agreement with the previously reported result that the number of HgMn stars decreases sharply with increas ing rotational velocity (Wolff & Wolff 1974) . In their study, Wolff & Wolff were not able to detect any HgMn star with V sin i > 75 kms-1.
Four of the observed stars, HD 96307, HD 96881, HD 96896, and HD 101897, seem too cool to exhibit the Hg II feature. They have a rich spectrum with numerous sharp metallic lines.
The remaining 8 SBs of the sample have a projected equatorial velocity smaller than 70 -80 kms-1 and orbital periods between 3.8 and 20 days. They do not appear pe culiar at the fairly low dispersion of our spectra. We do not know whether they might be recognized as marginally peculiar at higher spectral resolution. On the other hand, rotation may not be the only decisive factor for the devel opment of the HgMn anomaly. The latter may plausibly depend on other physical conditions, e.g. the presence of a magnetic field in the stellar atmosphere. As a matter of fact, tangled magnetic fields have recently been detected in two typical HgMn SB2s: HD 216494 and HD 141556 . Further search for such fields is in progress.
Eleven new SB2s were discovered on our spectra: 3 Si stars (HD 35008, HD 61512, and HD 130081), one Heweak star (HD 139160),1 5 stars with a normal late B pri mary (HD 68520, HD 87191, HD 102010, HD 114911, and HD 162515), and two of the stars in which the presence of anomalies of Hg or Mn and P has been discussed above (HD 75642 and HD 87751). All but one (HD 61512) were previously known as SB1. The variations of the profiles of the lines He I A 4471 and Mg II λ 4481 in 9 of these systems are illustrated in Fig. 2 , where the relevant portion of the spectrum is shown for each star on two different nights. In the other two, the contribution of the secondary to the spectrum is not clearly seen in the region illustrated in Fig. 2 . But it is visible at other wavelengths (e.g., around the Si II lines AA 4128-4130). As a matter of fact, for all the studied stars, the whole wavelength range covered by our spectra has been carefully examined to check for the possible contribution of the secondary component.
In contrast with HgMn stars, among which doublelined systems are very common, no SB2 comprising a Si star was known until now (Gerbaldi et al. 1985) , and HD 90264 seems to be the only He weak star ever re ported to belong to a double-lined binary (Pedersen & Thomsen 1977) .2 Thus, HD 35008, HD 61512, HD 130081, and HD 139160, appear as potentially very interesting, and they deserve to be studied in more detail (in partic ular, from higher resolution spectra). In the first place, their peculiarity must be more definitely established. From Didelon's (1983) catalogue, HD 35008 is at most marginally magnetic, while magnetic field measurements have never been attempted for the other three stars. North (1987) questioned that HD 35008 is peculiar. In the Michigan Spectral Catalogue, HD 61512, HD 130081, and HD 139160 are classified, resp., A(pSi) (Houk 1982) , B8V (Houk & Cowley 1975) , and B9IV (Houk & SmithMoore 1988) . For HD 61512, the catalogue contains a re mark "weak case" . The Si anomaly of HD 130081 seems to have been pointed out only by Gahm et al. (1983) . From the observational material discussed here, none of the four stars appears extremely peculiar, but the dilu tion of the spectrum by the secondary component may easily hide mild anomalies. As a matter of fact, HD 139160 seems somewhat similar to the Si star HD 123515, while HD 130081 rather bears some resemblance to the HgMn star HD 78316. It may also be noted that in a portion of spectrum 50 Â long, recorded at a resolving power of 105 around 6150 Â, HD 130081 lacks all the anomalous lines generally seen in magnetic Ap stars in that region. On the other hand, consideration of the index A(V1 -G) of Geneva photometry gives marginal indication of peculiar ity only for HD 139160 (taking into account the fact that this index should be twice as small in the case of a SB2 with a peculiar and a normal component as for an isolated peculiar star).
Additional stars (HD 40574, HD 62737, HD 63079, HD 63251, HD 92190, HD 120955, and HD 162085) may be SB2s too. However, the rather limited resolution of our data does not allow us to decide conclusively whether this is the case or not.
Conclusion
The present study does not bring a definitive answer to the question of the relation between binarity, slow rotation, and the appearance of HgMn anomalies in late B stars. However, it yielded discoveries of several interesting, or 1Sometimes dramatic line profile variability due to the inho mogeneous distribution of chemical elements on their surface is known to occur in a number of Si and He weak stars. However, we feel that even with the limited resolution of the spectra dis cussed here, we can confidently rule out that this would be the origin of the line profile changes that we report in such stars. A strong argument supporting the interpretation of the latter in terms of the contribution of a secondary component is that all the lines in which we observe them are affected essentially in the same way, regardless of the ionic species from which they originate.
2 A spectrum of HD 90264 covering a small region around 3984 Å, obtained at a resolving power of 7 104, shows a strong A 3984 feature in one of the components. This suggests that HD 90264 may rather belong to the group of the PGa He weak stars (which appear as an extension towards higher tempera tures of the HgMn stars) than be related to the magnetic Si stars (see the discussion of the existence of two sequences of He weak stars with distinct properties by Borra et al. 1983 ).
potentially interesting objects, which will deserve further attention. It will be of particular importance to pursue the study of what are possibly the first SB2s known to contain a Si or a He weak star. This will be the subject of future work, in which the characteristics of the newly discovered systems will be examined in more detail.
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